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Abstract 

 The arrival of the new Republican President Donald 

Trump in Oval Office White House wrought a 

paradigm shift in Pak-US relations. This shift, albeit, 

not abrupt as the strong geopolitical forces have 

compelled the United States of America to do which 

suits to its grand strategy.  The paper is divided in 

two segments, first is oriented to transactional 

approach which mainly dominated the major 

portion of Pak-US relations over the course of 

history. This approach pertains the ideals that Pak-

US mutual cooperation has benefited both partners 

in all spheres. To support its narrative, this school 

has presented the partnership between them in 

defence and other areas specifically in the Cold War 

era. While the second section of paper has analyzed 

the approach of transformational prism which 

though, had existed since partition, but with little 

influence over foreign policy. As the United States 

invaded Afghanistan and requested Pakistan to 

support its war against terror, the transformational 

school got hype. Following their counterterrorism 

cooperation in this era, both Pakistan and the US 

became antagonist, instead close allies. That 

situation ultimately had energized the 

transformations and laid the ground for Pakistan to 

search for alternatives like Russia and China given 

their rising importance in the global politics. 

Another phenomena of the rising religious political 
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forces, like Tehreek-e-Lubaik Party (TLP) and Milli 

Muslim League (MML) in the Pakistan’s political 

sphere presented a new political shift. Hence, 

Pakistan will not capitulate to follow a binary 

approach of “extreme oppose or extreme 

closeness” given its varied and convoluted interests. 

Pakistan’s readjustment in its policy regarding war 

against terrorism and rising US-Indian partnership 

in the region has compelled it to look toward East 

for Russo-Chinese support; presently the rising 

regional powers emerging as counter-weight to 

sole super power of 21st century. This changing 

alignment in the region provides an opportunity for 

Pakistan to readjust its policies to address its 

critical defence and economic needs. This tendency 

has expanded the narrative of transformation both 

at state and public levels. In this context, this study 

argues that the Russo-Chinese active support for 

Pakistan could create a paradigm shift in the 

coming years.  
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